
This year’s forum theme is Re Sound or Resound. 
In teaching typography and design, some lessons need to 
be reinforced and some are resounding. What sort of lesson 
benefits from reiteration, and what methods are employed 
for sustained learning? What sort of lesson need only be 
given once, and what makes it resonate? 
 
 
experimental typography as a method of sustained learning 
a method for sustained learning is to ask, and attempt to answer, questions about 
a particular area of study - “inquiry education” as outlined by neil postman and 
charles weingartner. (i grabbed their book and can look into this more) teaching 
students to ask critical questions about their work is paramount to sustained 
learning because it provides a method for constant reinvention, new making, and 
thus, new learning. if we look, for example, at illusory 3d typography and break 
down its constituent parts, we can then ask questions about it to provoke 
understanding and perhaps generate knowledge. we then look to “what if” and 
“how” questions that are oriented toward making as a way of thinking, answering 
and ideally eliciting more questions through the creation of a body of knowledge 
and work.  
 
the lessons learned about how to make type that is unique and resonates with 
viewers have to be engrained; practiced over and over, varied, practiced some 
more, revisited periodically. the lessons and processes for making experimental 
typography — as yet barely undefined by graphic and type designers for our 
purposes — are still playing out. yet these lessons are worth working through, 
over and over, until we start to figure out what the lessons even are, with any 
sense of surety. figuring out the lessons that experimental typography can teach 
us – what it is, what it can be, its implications for the field and traditional practice 
— are certainly worth addressing. this 20 minute presentation outlines a range of 
prompts and processes that two design educators are using to teach lessons on 
how to think differently about designing with type, not creating to achieve an 
already known result as with most traditional design. rather, we are using peter 
bil’ak's examination of the typographic experiment “...as a process of creation 
without anticipation of the fixed result” that he sorts through in his 
essay “experimental typography. whatever that means.” 	


